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Reently Efrat et al. [7℄ onsidered morphing between polylines suh that theinterpolating polyline is always between bounding polylines and the objetive is tominimize the longest path made by a point moving from one polyline to another.They obtained an algorithmwith O(n2 log2 n) running time and O(n2) spae. Theiralgorithm is based on parametri searhing and therefore is rather ompliated toimplement.The main result of this paper is that an optimal morphing between polylinesan be obtained by a simpler algorithm in O(n2) time using O(n) spae.Efrat et al. [7℄ also presented a 2-fator approximation to the morphing widththat an be omputed in near linear time. Another variant of the morphing width,using a slightly di�erent distane funtion, was previously investigated in [6℄. Altand Godau [2℄ onsidered the problem of omputing the Fr�ehet distane betweentwo polygonal urves. They show that the Fr�ehet distane an be omputed inO(mn) time. The Fr�ehet distane an be used to de�ne a morph from one polylineto another. The Fr�ehet distane an be viewed as a simpler funtion than the widthbetween polylines, whih is minimized in our algorithm. Alt et al. [5℄ onsideredthe mathing of two polygonal urves under translations with respet to the Fr�ehetdistane.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion we speify the problem. In Setionwe introdue a notion of mathing skeleton and prove its properties. In Setion wedesribe an algorithm and analyze its running time.� �Fig. 1. Morphing between two polylines � and �.2. Geometri PreliminariesThe initial and �nal polylines � and � an be represented as parameterized urvesf�; f� : [0; 1℄ ! R2, i.e., the polyline � is the set of points ff�(u) j u 2 [0; 1℄gand the polyline � is the set of points ff�(u) j u 2 [0; 1℄g. The polylines � and �



are simple (without self-intersetions) and oriented, i.e., the polyline � is orientedfrom �0 = f�(0) to �1 = f�(1) and the polyline � is oriented from �0 = f�(0) to�1 = f�(1). We assume that the parameterizations f� and f� are monotone, i.e.,a point f�(u1) lies in the subpolyline of � from �0 to f�(u2) if 0 � u1 � u2 � 1(similarly for �).A morphing is de�ned by a funtion F : [0; 1℄2 ! R2 of two parameters F (u; t)suh that F (u; 0) = f�(u) and F (u; 1) = f�(u) for any u 2 [0; 1℄. The parameter torresponds to time and, at any moment t 2 [0; 1℄, the morphing funtion F de�nesthe interpolating polyline (t) whih is the set of points fF (u; t)ju 2 [0; 1℄g. Fixinganother parameter u we obtain the trae of a point that moves from f�(u) to f�(u).The points f�(u) and f�(u) are alled mathing points. Every morphing funtionF indues the mathing M (F ) = f(f�(u); f�(u)) j u 2 [0; 1℄g.We onsider the morphing problem that is de�ned as follows. We assume thatthe polylines � and � are disjoint and, furthermore, the segments of � and � andtwo segments [f�(0); f�(0)℄ and [f�(1); f�(1)℄ form a simple polygon P , see Fig. 1.The morphing funtion F should satisfy the following property.Trae property. The trae of eah point is the shortest path in the polygonP from f�(u) to f�(u) for some u 2 [0; 1℄.A morphing funtion satisfying the trae property is determined by the mathingM (F ). For two points p; q 2 P , let �(p; q) be the shortest path from p to q thatlies inside the polygon P . Let dP (p; q) denote the length of the path �(p; q). Wewant to �nd a morphing funtion satisfying the trae property and minimizing thelongest trae, whih is alled the morphing width [7℄W (F ) = W (f�; f�) = maxu2[0;1℄fdP (f�(u); f�(u))g:The width an be expressed in terms of mathingW (M ) = max(a;b)2MfdP (a; b)g:The input of the mathing problem is the two polylines � and �, and the out-put is the minimum width morphing. The output an be expressed in terms ofparametrizations f� and f� sine the morphing funtion (and the mathing) anbe derived from themy. A more detailed representation of the optimal morphing isdisussed in the next setion.3. Mathing SkeletonWe de�ne the notion of amathing skeleton that allows us to haraterize an optimalmorphing and eÆiently ompute it. Consider an arbitrary morphing funtion FyWe even an assume that one of the parametrizations is �xed. For example, f� an be �xed to bethe ar-length parametrization, i.e., f�(u) is the point of � so that the length of the subpolylineof � from f�(0) to f�(u) is uj�j where u 2 [0;1℄ and j�j is the length of �. Then the problem isto �nd a parametrization f� minimizing the width W (f�; f�).



for the polylines � and �. Let a be a vertex of the polyline �. We de�ne a mathof a as M (a) = fb 2 � j (a; b) 2M (F )g:Symmetrially we de�ne the math of a vertex of �.Observation 1 The math of a vertex a 2 � de�ned for any morphing F is asubpolyline of �.Proof. I 2.t follows from the monotoniity of parameterization f� .
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Fig. 2. Critial mathes.The shortest path �(a; b), for a 2 � and b 2 � splits the polygon P into twosubpolygons. Here we admit a large lass of polygons that is more general than thelass of simple polygons. We denote by Pi(a; b), i 2 f0; 1g the subpolygon ontainingthe segment [�i; �i℄. We all a pair (a; b) a ritial math if either a is a vertex of� and b is an endpoint of M (a), or b is a vertex of � and a is an endpoint of M (b).The monotoniity of parameterizations f� and f� implies that the shortest paths ofritial mathes (a1; b1) and (a2; b2) do not ross, i.e., either P0(a1; b1) � P0(a2; b2)



or P1(a1; b1) � P1(a2; b2). In other words, two shortest paths �(a1; b1) and �(a2; b2)either (i) are disjoint or (ii) share ommon edges and an be drawn along oppositesides of ommon edges, see Fig. 2.We de�ne a skeleton S(F ) of a morphing funtion F as the union of the short-est paths of its ritial mathes. The main result of this Setion is the followingTheorem.Theorem 1 The width of an optimal morphing F is the length of a shortestpath in its skeleton.Proof. L 2.et n be the total number of verties of the polylines � and �.There are at most 2n � 2 distint ritial mathes (ai; bi), i = 1; 2; : : : ;m in theskeleton S. Let l(S) be the largest length of a shortest path in S, i.e., l(S) =max1�i�m dP (ai; bi). Clearly, the width of the morphing F is greater than or equalto l(S). We prove that W (F ) � l(S).Let Qi; 1 � i < m be the polygon formed by two shortest paths �(ai; bi)and �(ai+1; bi+1), i.e., Qi = P0(ai+1; bi+1) \ P1(ai; bi). Notie that the part ofthe polyline � between points ai and ai+1 is the segment [aiai+1℄. Similarly[bibi+1℄ is the part of the polyline �. It suÆes to show that there is a morph-ing Fi of the polyline aiai+1 into the polyline bibi+1 inside Qi suh that W (Fi) �max(dP (ai; bi); dP (ai+1; bi+1)). We prove it by indution on the number of vertiesof Qi.Indution base. Obviously, the laim holds if Qi ontains two or three verties.
� � � �(a) (b)Fig. 3. Two ases of the minimum width morphing.Indution step. Suppose that Qi ontains at least four verties. Consider �rstthe ase ai = ai+1. We show that at least one of the angles of Qi at verties bi orbi+1 is aute. Indeed, let p be the last ommon vertex of the paths �(ai; bi) and�(ai+1; bi+1) and Q0i be the simple polygon formed by the segment [bi; bi+1℄ and thepaths �(p; bi) and �(p; bi+1). The polygon Q0i has a funnel shape and all its verties



exept p, bi, and bi+1 are reex. Let m be the number of verties of Q0i. The sumof the angles of Q0i is (m�2)180Æ and, thus, the sum of the angles at p, bi, and bi+1is at most 180Æ. Therefore at least one of the angles at verties bi or bi+1 is aute.Without loss of generality suppose it is bi | see Fig. 2(b) where the angle at b1 isaute.There is a suÆiently small " > 0 suh that replaing the vertex bi by a pointp" = (1� ")bi + "bi+1 preserves the number of verties of Qi and aute angle at p".Clearly, this property does not hold for " = 1 when p" = bi+1. Hene there is somesmallest " > 0 suh that either (i) the modi�ed Qi ontains a smaller number ofverties, or (ii) the angle at p" is 90Æ. We math ai to all the points [bi; p"℄. Notethat the distane from ai to any of these points is at most dP (ai; bi). In the �rstase there is a morphing funtion from ai to [p"; bi+1℄ by the indution assumptionand we are done. In the seond ase we apply the symmetri approah for bi+1 if theorresponding angle is aute. Let [b0i; b0i+1℄ be the redued segment (i.e., b0i = p").The angles at b0i and b0i+1 are right sine the indution argument annot be appliedto both b0i and b0i+1. But one of these angles must be aute by the above argumentif b0i 6= b0i+1. Hene b0i = b0i+1 and the polygon Qi redues to the path �(ai; b0i)ompleting the morph Fi. More important, it shows that �(ai; b0i) is shorter thanboth �(ai; bi) and �(ai; bi+1).In the general ase ai 6= ai+1, the sum of the four angles at ai; ai+1; bi and bi+1is at most 360Æ. At least one of these angles is aute and we apply the redutiondesribed above. For example, if the angle at ai is aute, we slide p" away fromai toward ai+1 to shorten �(bi; p"). This leads to the ase in whih all four anglesare right and, therefore, Qi is a retangle. Clearly, the translation of the segment[aiai+1℄ to [bibi+1℄ is the required morphing.The proof of Theorem 1 implies the followingCorollary, whih also an be derivedfrom the analysis of [7℄.Corollary 1 Let a be a point of � and b1 and b2 be two points of an edge of�. The shortest path in P from a to any point b 2 [b1; b2℄ has length at mostmax(dP (a; b1); dP (a; b2)).Theorem 1 allows us to redue the morphing problem to �nding the minimumwidth skeleton.Lemma 1 There is a minimum width morph suh that eah ritial math either(i) is a pair of verties from � and �, or(ii) orresponds to the shortest distane from a vertex of a polyline to an edge ofanother polyline.Proof. S 2.uppose that one of the ritial mathes, say (a; b), does not satisfythe onditions of the Lemma. Without loss of generality suppose a is a vertex of�. Then b is not a vertex of �. Let e be an edge of � ontaining b. The shortestpath ab meets e with a non-right angle. If the polygon P0(a; b) has an aute angleat b, then we hange the math (a; b) by moving b to the left by a suÆiently small



amount, see Fig. 4(a). Note that we need to hange preeding ritial mathes withendpoint b. If the polygon P0(a; b) has an obtuse angle at b, then we move b to theright, see Fig. 4(b). Again, some of the ritial mathes will be hanged too. Allthe modi�ed shortest paths redue their lengths sine they meet b with an auteangle.
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a0 a0a00 a00(a) (b)Fig. 4. Changing ritial mathes (a) a0b and ab, and (b) ab and a00b.Corollary 2 The minimum width W (M (F )) over all morphing funtions F is ashortest distane in P either between two verties of P (one from � and anotherfrom �) or between a vertex and an edge of P (vertex from � (resp. �) and edgefrom � (resp. �)).By Corollary 2 there are O(n2) andidate shortest paths for an optimal skeleton.In the next Setion we show that they an be found in O(1) amortized time perpath.4. AlgorithmWe show that the optimal mathing and morph between two polylines � and � anbe found in O(n2) time using dynami programming.Lemma 1 provides a lass of morphs ontaining an optimal morph. A morph Fsatisfying the onditions of Lemma 1 an be desribed using O(n) shortest pathsS(F ) orresponding to the ritial mathes. Note that the total omplexity of thesepaths, the number of segments in the skeleton, is linear sine the shortest paths forma planar graph with O(n) verties. Lemma 1 allows us to use dynami programmingas follows. Let A be the set of pairs (a; b) suh that one of the following onditionsholds� a is a vertex of � and b is a vertex of �, or� a is a vertex of �, b is an edge of � and the shortest path from a to a point ofb is ahieved at an interior point of b, or



� a is an edge of �, b is a vertex of � and the shortest path from b to a point ofa is ahieved at an interior point of a.
� �p(a)p(b)P0(p(a); p(b)) �(a; b)Fig. 5. Morph Fa;b in shaded polygon.Let �(a; b) be the shortest path from a to b, (a; b) 2 A. The dynami program, foreah pair (a; b) 2 A, �nds an optimalmorphFa;b between parts of � and � trunatedby endpoints of �(a; b) suh that the morph is restrited by the polygon P0 thatis ut o� by �(a; b), see Fig 5. More formally, let p(a) and p(b) be the endpointsof the shortest path �(a; b). Fa;b is an optimal morph of the polyline �0p(a) intothe polyline �0p(b) restrited by the polygon P0(p(a); p(b)). Let w(a; b); (a; b) 2 Adenote the width of the morph Fa;b. The algorithm spends O(n2) time althoughthere are �(n2) pairs in A and the shortest path of a pair (a; b) 2 A an have linearsize.For a morph F , the shortest paths of S(F ) do not ross and they an be sortedin order of inreasing area of the polygon P0(p(a); p(b)). We de�ne A(F ) as theset of all mathes of F that are also in A. Let (a0; b0); (a1; b1); : : : ; (al; bl) be theordered sequene of pairs of A(F ). By Lemma 1 we an assume that A(F ) ontainsall the ritial mathes of F . We de�ne a partial order on A, i.e., (a; b) < (a0; b0)if P0(p(a); p(b)) � P0(p(a0); p(b0)). We say that (ai; bi) and (ai+1; bi+1) satisfy thetransition property if (ai; bi) is an immediate predeessor of (ai+1; bi+1) in A, seeFig. 6. In order to ompute the minimum width morph eÆiently we prove thefollowing Lemma.Lemma 2 (Transition) There is an optimal width morphing funtion F suh thatall onseutive pairs of A(F ) satisfy the transition property.Proof. L 2.et F be an optimal morph satisfying the onditions of Lemma 1.Suppose that there is a vertex, say a 2 �, whose two ritial mathes from (ai; bi)to (ai+1; bi+1), where ai = ai+1 = a, do not make a transition. By Corollary 1 thepairs (a; b) of A, where b is \between" bi and bi+1 (eah b; bi; bi+1 an be either avertex or an edge), an be added to A(F ) without inreasing its width. These pairsform a sequene satisfying the transition property.If two onseutive pairs (ai; bi) and (ai+1; bi+1) share a ommon edge, say a =
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(a) (b) (c)ai+1Fig. 6. Transition property for (ai; bi) and (ai+1; bi+1).ai = ai+1, then bi and bi+1 are adjaent verties of P (sine shortest paths of F donot ross).If ai 6= ai+1 and bi 6= bi+1 then these pairs make a transition sine there is novertex between ai and bi and there is no vertex between ai+1 and bi+1.We ompute all the widths w(a; b); (a; b) 2 A in lexiographial order (an edge of� with endpoints a and a0 is between a and a0 in the order). For a vertex ai 2 �, thedynami program stores all the pairs (ai; b) 2 A and the minimum width w(ai; b)for eah suh pair. Initially i = 0 and the shortest paths from a0 to the verties ofthe polyline � an be found in linear time using the shortest path tree Ta0 [9, 10℄, seeFig. 7(a). Using the tree Ta0 we �nd the shortest paths from a0 to edges of � andompute the distanes dP (a0; b), (a0; b) 2 A. The values w(a0; b) an be omputedusing the reurrenew(a0; b) = max(dP (a0; b); w(a0; b0)); where (a0; b0) preedes (a0; b) in A:Let e = [aiai+1℄ be the edge of � suh that the widths w(ai; b), (ai; b) 2 A areomputed. To �nd the values w(ai+1; b), (ai+1; b) 2 A we onstrut the shortestpath tree Tai+1 and ompute the distanes dP (ai+1; b), (ai+1; b) 2 A in linear time.We also need to �nd the distanes dP (e; b), (e; b) 2 A.Shortest paths to the edge e. Note that, if (e; b) 2 A, then b is a vertex of �and the shortest path �(e; b) meets the edge e with angle 90Æ. A part of the polyline� visible from the edge e in the diretion perpendiular to e an be found in lineartime. We an use ray shooting to �nd the range R of verties of � that partiipatesin pairs (e; b) 2 A. Two rays are emanated from ai and ai+1 in the diretion normalto e. The edges of P hit by the rays an be found by simply heking all the edgesof P in O(n) time. Alternatively, we an �nd the verties in R using the fat thatthe shortest paths from a vertex of R to endpoints of e form aute angles at bothends of e.We �nd the shortest paths �(e; b); b 2 R as follows. We ut o� the verties
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b12 b15e ai+1Fig. 7. (a) Shortest path tree Tai+1 . (b) Verties b6; b7; : : : ; b12 form shortest paths to e.outside the range R and add a point p1 at in�nity behind the edge e. We onstrutthe tree of shortest paths from p1 using the algorithm [9, 10℄ in slightly generalsetting. Trunating eah path by the segment e we obtain the distanes dP (e; b); b 2R, see Fig. 7(b).Let R = fbj; bj+1; : : : ; pkg. The dynami program omputes the widths w(e; bl),bl 2 R using the following reurrene.w(e; bj) = max(dP (e; bj); w(ai; bj))w(e; bl) = max(dP (e; bl); w(e; bl�1)) where j < l � kThe widths w(ai; b), (ai; b) 2 A an be found similarly.The orretness follows by Lemma 2. The total running time of the algorithmis O(n2) sine eah transition takes O(n) time.Theorem 2 An optimal morphing between two polylines an be found in O(n2)time using O(n) spae.Proof. The above algorithm omputes the optimal width in O(n2) time usinglinear spae. It remains to show how to ompute a morph F of the optimal width.A morph an be desribed by its skeleton (the information about the math an bederived easily from the skeleton). One way to ompute the skeleton is to modifythe above dynami program and store all the possible mathes (a; b) and pointersbetween them indiating the transition mathes. Then the optimal math M (F )an be found by baktraking. The obvious drawbak of this approah is that thespae requirement is 
(n2).To ahieve a linear spae we use the following approah. Suppose that thenumber of verties of � is at least the number of verties of �. Let pi be the middlevertex of �, i.e., i = dk=2e where p1 = �0; p2; : : : ; pk = �1 are the verties of �.The point pk partition the polyline � into two subpolylines. We apply the dynami



��p1 p2 pi pkbFig. 8. Pokets are shaded.program twie: for morphing the polyline p1; pi to � and for morphing the polylinepi; pk to �. The only di�erene is that we use the dynami program in \opposite"diretions in the sense that the two morphs end at pi. The two dynami programsin the last step produe the optimal widths for every pair (pi; b) 2 A. These widthsorrespond to two sides of the shortest path �(pi; b). Using all these widths we an�nd the shortest path that partiipates in the optimal morph between � and � (itis inluded in S(F ) too). This redues the problem to subproblems of smaller size.If the shortest path we found is just a segment then the subproblems an be solvedreursively. Otherwise some subpolylines make pokets, see Fig. 8. We an slightlymodify the dynami program to handle the pokets. We store segments of shortestpaths found reursively in a list that eventually orresponds to a skeleton.The spae required by the modi�ed algorithm is linear. Let T (n) be the runningtime of the algorithmwhere n is the total number of segments of � and �. It impliesthe reurrene T (n) = O(n2) + T (n1) + T (n2)where n1; n2 � 3n=4 and n1 + n2 � n + 1. The solution of the reurrene isT (n) = O(n2) and we are done. 2.5. ConlusionIn this paper, we study the problem of �nding an optimal morphing from one poly-line to another minimizing the morphing width. We haraterized the solution andproved that there is an optimal morph in a ertain lass of morphs. We presentedan algorithm for �nding an optimal morphing in O(n2) time. Future diretions forstudy are (i) extensions to higher dimensions, (ii) various shapes (points, segments,polygons, et.), and (iii) other morphing objetives.Aknowledgements
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